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Basic Cyber Security Practices – Personnel
There are basic cyber hygiene practices that should be practiced by all individuals, whether an
everyday user or law enforcement. These practices mitigate the high risk of attack on your data,
privacy, and security. Follow the listed steps to limit risk of exposure of your data:
I. Update, update, update
Update your operating system, update your browser and your applications.
Organizations regularly release new updates for vulnerabilities exploited in the
wild. You should frequently check for these new updates and install them.
II. Antivirus is your best friend
Antivirus and antimalware solutions reside in your operating system and detect
the known threats to clean them or to block them. Antivirus is not the silver
bullet, but it can help to protect you from known and sometimes even unknown
threats.
III. Email/messaging hygiene
90 percent of all cyber threats which are introduced to system come through
messages – usually email. Train yourself to be vigilant and to think before you
click or open attachments. If you’re unsure the message is legitimate, chances
are it probably isn’t. Ask your IT administrator/security department to check it
before you open it.
IV. Use Strong Passwords / Use Password Managers
If somebody knows your password, that person can easily use the password to
impersonate you on your own system. Therefore, you should use strong
passwords (something which is long and complex enough, it is not easy to
guess and in no way is tied to you). Use different passwords on different
system. Every system could be vulnerable and could be hacked. It often
happens and the passwords are then easily accessible and exploited by attacker.
V.

Use Two Factor
Passwords are good, strong passwords are better, but it is usually not good enough.
Where possible use two factor authentication, this adds another layer of protection to
your sensitive data.
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VI.

Back up, back up, back up
There are two groups of people: those which are backing up their data and
those who haven’t lost their data yet. You should invest in cloud-based
solutions, like OneDrive or iCloud, so your computer crashes or your hit with
malware, your data is not lost.

VII.

Never connect to unencrypted WIFI network
Unencrypted Wi-Fi networks gives anyone connected to that network within a
few dozen meters away access to your data. The malicious actor can see where
you’re connected, change the data in front you, and change your connection
point.
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Basic Cyber Security Practices – Your Online
Presence
An online presence can reveal substantial information about you, putting your privacy in danger.
Follow these steps to decrease your risk.

I.

Minimize your exposure
Limit the information you share online. Remember, the less you share the
better

II. Work email address and phone usage
Never use your work email address or phone number to register for personal
needs. Create a fake email address, which you use for only for online
registration.

III. Limit your use of social media
If you need to use social media, do not share any information from or about
your job. Limit the information shared regarding your current occupation and
never share anything that can be used by criminals (your location, photos from
your house)
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Basic cyber security practices – For Law
Enforcement Agencies
Law enforcement agencies are the most vulnerable to attack from malicious entities. Therefore, it
is necessary for agencies to practice the listed steps to mitigate chance of attack.

I.
II.

Create comprehensive cybersecurity program in your organization
Establish patch management program

III. Ensure your endpoints are protected on adequate level : System
hardening, Endpoint protection platform, Endpoint firewall

IV. Build your environment as Zero-Trust
V. Require usage of strong passwords / use password managers
VI. Require usage of two factor authentication
VII. Back up, back up, back up
VIII. Encrypt everything – data in rest, transit and backups
IX. Continuously monitor infrastructure – systems, endpoints, network
X. Limit privileges where possible (Least privilege)
XI. Log all sensitive operations – login, critical operations, access to
systems

XII. Monitor your infrastructure
XIII. Create incident response plan
XIV. Run threat hunting regularly
XV. Establish security awareness program – education and training.
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References
Center for Internet Security (CIS) - https://www.cisecurity.org/
Australian Cyber Security Centre (hardening guides) https://www.cyber.gov.au/publications
NIST Cybersecurity Framework - https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework
Critical Security controls https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/
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